
This study revealed that the most important infectious
agents implicated in neonatal call diarrhea are the
rotavirus, the coronavirus, the enterotoxigenic
Escherichia coil, and the cryptosporidia. We found
also that these enteropathogens are often involved in
combination (for example, rotavirus + cryptosporid-
ium). [The SC!
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indicates that this paper has been

cited in over 130 publications, making it the most-
cited paper for this ournal.[
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Until the early 1970s, most cases of infectious di-
arrhea in young calves were considered to be caused
by pathogenic strains of Escherichia coli. In those
days, new and excitingfindings on old and recently
recognized enteropathogens were reported in the
literature. In the early 1970s, a reo-like virus

1
(now

called rotavirus) and a coronavirus
2

were identified
as acause of neonatal calf diarrhea (NCD) by Charles
Mebus at the University of Nebraska. In the same
period, it was also found that coliforms causing
diarrhea in calves produce a heat-stable enterotox-
in
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and bear 1(99 pill

4
for adhesion to the villi of the

small intestine.
Reports on the occurrence of individual entero-

pathogens causing NCD were common in the liter-
ature, but we didn’t have any idea on their relative
importance in field outbreaks of NCD in convention-
al dairy and beef herds. Intestinal lesions caused by
the enteropathogens had been reported mainly from
calves infected experimentally with a single agent.
In order to understand better the role and the im-
portance of the various enteropathogens implicated
in field outbreaks of NCD, a combination of diag-
nostic techniques (bacteriology, virology, and histo-

pathology) was used on diarrheic calves submitted
for necropsy. I was responsible for the pathological
and virological examinations, and S. Larivière and
R. Lallier dealt with the E. coil work.

Our study refuted the old belief that septicemic
colibacillosis was a common complication of NCD.
A few years later, we performed a similar study on
diarrheic calves from dairy herds only, and we
confirmed our previous observations.
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I believe that the paper has been cited frequently
because it shows clearly that NCD is a complex syn-
drome in which several infectious agents can be in—
volved, either alone or more often in combination.
Pathological observations reported in this paper have
been used as a reference basis for several other
works on natural and experimental cases of NCD.

Another important reason for the paper’s popular-
ity is that we demonstrated for the first time that
cryptosporidia are an important cause of NCD.
These organisms were detected by chance while I
was performing histopathological examinations on
the guts of the diarrheic calves. It was a great
surprise to us because this agent had never been
reported as an important cause of diarrhea in other
species. Only sporadic cases of this infection had
been reported in calves and other animals such as
guinea pigs, monkeys, and turkeys. This observation
has stimulated many works on this infection in
calves, and in recent years cryptosporidia have been
detected in several other species, including humans,
where they can cause transient or chronic cases of
diarrhea. It has been found also that cryptosporid-
iosis can be transmitted from calves to humans.

Our work was successful because we tackled an
important problem on a global basis with a multi-
disciplinary approach. The kind of knowledge gen-
erated by this type of work is very important for
those who must recommend rational approaches to
the prevention and treatment of a multietiologic
syndrome like NCD. The importance of this knowl-
edge is emphasized by the fact that studies with goals
similar to those we had are still reported today.”
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